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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING
**NEW SERIES**
My Little Pony: Pony Life
Series Premiere Saturday, November 7 at 11:30a/10:30c
TV-Y
Good things come in small packages! The Mane 6 – Twilight Sparkle, Applejack, Rainbow Dash, Rarity,
Fluttershy, and Pinkie Pie – are back with an all-new series featuring brand-new adorable character designs
inspired by Japanese Chibi-style animation in MY LITTLE PONY: PONY LIFE. The new series explores the funny
side of friendship set in Sugarcube Corner – the center of the world and home away from home for the ponies.
Here, Pinkie Pie serves up frosted cupcakes to the best customers in the world – her friends! Together, the
Mane 6 run into all sorts of cupcake conundrums, delicious disasters, and magical mishaps. And thanks to a
mysterious source of magical potions, everyday adventures are about to get really ridiculous!
• Series Premiere: Princess Probz/The Best of the Worst premieres Saturday, November 7 at
11:30a/10:30c
The ponies help Pinkie Pie audition for a televised cooking competition called the Royal Jelly
Juggernaut. When the rest of the Mane 6 are caught in a sticky situation, Pinkie Pie has to audition
for the Royal Jelly Juggernaut all on her own. Rainbow Dash's competitive spirit is put to the test
when a new pony challenges her to a contest unlike any other: being the best of the worst.
• How Applejack Got Her Hat Back/Cute-pocalypse Meow premieres Saturday, November 14 at
11:30a/10:30c
Applejack finds herself in the midst of an identity crisis when her signature hat becomes a city-wide
fashion craze. She joins a group of alternative ponies in the hopes finding a new style to replace her
old look. As Pinkie Pie practices for the Royal Jelly Juggernaut, Fluttershy makes an adorable new
friend with a dark sense of humor.
• Bad Things No. 3/Pinkie Pie: Hyper-Helper premieres Saturday, November 21 at 11:30a/10:30c
As Rarity continues to deal with her bad luck, she receives some much-needed advice from an
unexpected source: herself. As Pinkie Pie enters the final round of the Royal Jelly Juggernaut, the
other ponies rally behind her.
• The Trail Less Trotten/Death of a Sales-Pony & Bighoof Walking/The Fluttershy premieres
Saturday, November 28 at 11:30a/10:30c
As Fluttershy joins a Trail Trotters troop, her friends try to protect her from a big disappointment.
The Mane 6 enter a cookie selling contest in the hopes of winning a celebrity meet and greet, but
the high-pressure world of cookie sales has a way of changing ponies. The ponies set out to earn
their Trail Trotters Rare Animal Sighting Badge by searching for a terrifying creature known as
Bighoof. Later, Rainbow Dash runs out of time. Literally!

**RETURNING SERIES**
Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures
Series Returns Saturday, November 21 at 10a/9c
TV-Y7

PAC-MAN AND THE GHOSTLY ADVENTURES follows the daily events of Pac as he saves Pac-World. Together
with his friends Cyli and Spiral, Pac and his buds face the issues of being teenagers while also protecting PacWorld from a ghostly army led by the evil Betrayus. Each adventure follows Pac and his friends as they try to
return the ghosts to Netherworld.
• Peace Without Slime premieres Saturday, November 21 at 10a/9c
Betrayus takes advantage of Obtuse to rig Pac-World's presidential election; meanwhile, Cylindria
and Skeebo launch campaigns for class president.
• The Ghost Behind the Thrown premieres Saturday, November 28 at 10a/9c
As Obtuse is sworn in as president, Pac-Man and former President Spheros smuggle the Tree of Life
out of the Round House and inspire an angry mob.

**ONGOING SERIES**
Ponysitters Club
Series Airs Saturdays at 2/1c
TV-G
12-year-old Skye loves everything about living at Rescue Ranch, especially hanging out at the horse stable that
houses rescue horses and ponies. She thinks she is ready to help with more care for the animals. Her Mother,
Billy who runs the ranch, is reluctant to give her more responsibilities as Skye struggles with her reading and
homework. Her friends Olivia, Trish and Ethan come up with a plan to share the horse care and support Skye.
The Ponysitters Club is formed. Together they practice compassion and nurturing for these animals that have
had an unfortunate past. We follow Skye and her friends through their modern kid lives and how they
intersect with life on the ranch. All for horses and horses for all!
• Recipe for Success premieres Saturday, November 7 at 2/1c
While Ethan helps a special new arrival, Billy makes the most of a baking disaster. Elsewhere, Olivia
learns a valuable lesson in teamwork.
• A League of Their Own premieres Saturday, November 14 at 2/1c
Skye organizes a charity bowling party, Trish shares an enthusiastic announcement and Grandpa
reconnects with an old group of friends.
• Miss Hilda Said So premieres Saturday, November 21 at 2/1c
Rescue Ranch welcomes a celebrity guest. Olivia and Isabella build a crafty new business. Skye,
Shelby and Trish explore an exciting opportunity.
• Talent Show premieres Saturday, November 28 at 2/1c
While Ethan helps a special new arrival, Billy makes the most of a baking disaster. Elsewhere, Olivia
learns a valuable lesson in teamwork.

Super Monsters (Season 2)
Series Airs Saturdays at 8a/7c
TV-Y
Welcome to Pitchfork Pines Preschool where the children of the world’s famous (and not so famous) monsters
come to learn to be the best people, and the best monsters, they can be. Drac, Cleo, Lobo, Katya, Zoe and
Frankie are preschoolers with dual identities – they’re humans in the day and monsters after dark. When the
sun sets, these little preschoolers shimmer with magic and giggle in delight as they transform into SUPER
MONSTERS!
• Cure for the Witchy-Ups/Stage Fright Tonight premieres Saturday, November 14 at 8a/7c
Katya's got a case of witch hiccups, and now her magic's out of whack. Frankie's dad gets stage
fright on the night of the parent-child talent show.
• Runaway Gargoyle/Project Little Wings premieres Saturday, November 21 at 8a/7c
Doyle the gargoyle runs away when the Super Monsters accidentally hurt his feelings. Drac and
Katya are determined to "help" Spike learn to fly.
• Superpowers Swap/Monster-preciation Night premieres Saturday, November 28 at 8a/7c
The Super Monsters wish they had each other's powers, then (poof!) they suddenly do. The kids
cook up a surprise for Igor and Esmie.

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING
**ONGOING SERIES**
Cake Boss (Season 10B)
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c
TV-PG

Follow world-famous baker Buddy Valastro and his family as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their
successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and
cousins, return for the continuation of the tenth season of CAKE BOSS to tackle exciting new projects including
a ninja cake (complete with spinning nunchucks and throwing stars), a giant taco cake and even a Sherlock
Holmes cake for a group of mystery enthusiasts. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's wife, Lisa; his
children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the
United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's Bake Shop a
household name.
• Lucky Ducks, Toy Trunk and Dance Moves premieres Saturday, November 7 at 9/8c
Each year, the Rubber Ducky Race brings in hundreds of people to the banks of a local river in New
Jersey. This year, the finish line is even sweeter because Buddy is making a giant duck cake to
deliver to the race! Joe and Grace take a cake order for a young girl and her family who are hosting
a gala to raise money and awareness for juvenile diabetes. Buddy's wife, Lisa, wants a fun way to
spend some quality time with their daughter, Sofia, so she organizes a hip-hop dance class.
• Levers and Leather premieres Saturday, November 14 at 9/8c
Buddy gets his engineer on when a technology teacher orders a complicated cake for her students.
The middle schoolers are gearing up for a Rube Goldberg machine challenge, and their school
wants that theme reflected in the cake. That means levers and gadgets that all combine to
complete a simple task. It takes trial and error, but the Carlo's Bakery team creates a functioning,
edible Rube Goldberg Machine, that blows out a candle on a cake!
• Sneakers, Cheese Please, and Frying High premieres Saturday, November 21 at 9/8c
Buddy has some big shoes to fill, and he'll be filling them with fresh fruit and custard! Carlo's
Bakery gets an order from a local cobbler who has designed and produced more than 1,500 custom
pairs of shoes. Buddy makes a supersized sneaker, complete with chocolate laces and edible soles.
It's Mary's husband Joe's birthday, and she wants to surprise him with a cake of his favorite food in
the world...cheese! Displeased with how last year's cake turned out, Mary is determined to make
sure Buddy takes this cake seriously. Later, Buddy's wife Lisa takes their kids to an indoor skydiving
venue, but not everyone in the Valastro clan is a natural born thrill-seeker.
• Elementary My Dear Buddy & Liz, Liz, Liz! premieres Saturday, November 28 at 9/8c
Buddy and the team look for sweet clues when they make a cake for a group of Sherlock Holmes
enthusiasts. The famed British detective is the inspiration for this cake, complete with the iconic
deerstalker hat and magnifying glass. Buddy has mentored his employee Liz for over a decade and
watched her become one of his top decorators. Now it's time for Liz to make the most important
cake of all -- her own wedding cake. Liz has an ambitious cake design that's both traditional and
avant garde, and she wants to do all on her own, with no help from Buddy or anyone else in the
bake shop.

SPECIALS/STUNTS
True and the Rainbow Kingdom: Grabbleapple Harvest
Network Premiere Sunday, November 22 at 1/12c
TV-Y
The citizens of Rainbow Kingdom are looking forward to the Grabbleapple Harvest, when the trees change
color and fall asleep, allowing Farmer Mosser to pick the delicious Grabbleapples! All they need is for Glummy
Glooma to bring the dark clouds and fall weather but Glummy has decided he doesn't like change. True must
use canopy Wish Shaydee, singing Wish Hushabye, and speaker Wish Ping Ping to help calm the trees and
convince Glummy that change can be good.

Discovery Family Celebrates Thanksgiving
Wednesday Nights in November at 7/6c
Celebrate Thanksgiving with Discovery Family every Wednesday night in November starting at 7/6c featuring
specials: A BAREFOOT THANKSGIVING, ALL-STAR FAMILY COOK OFF, CAKE BOSS: FAMILY FEAST, 5
INGREDIENT FIX- THANKSGIVING, UNWRAPPED: TURKEY AND TRIMMINGS, THANKSGIVING UNWRAPPED,
OUTRAGEOUS THANKSGIVING, COOK LIKE A PRO: THANKSGIVING SIDES, REV RUN’S THANKSGIVING SUPPER
and TIA MOWRY THANKSGIVING AT HOME. Contact Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the full schedule.

Happy Friendsgiving!
Monday, November 23 – Friday, November 27 starting at 6a/5c
Discovery Family celebrates Thanksgiving with a daytime Friendsgiving programming stunt for young viewers
all day and week long featuring a selection of fan-favorite animated series including: MY LITTLE PONY:
FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC, PAC-MAN AND THE GHOSTLY ADVENTURES, TRUE AND THE RAINBOW KINGDOM and
more! Contact Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the full schedule.
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